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C541 Salt You're Lying 

Lu Hee made a scene and saw that Hsu Yan was about to leave. Sister-in-law, why don't you ask me a 

few more questions? Don't leave. Today is a celebration party specially held with Tongtong. You are a 

VIP... Let me tell you, this is the first time Zhan Shishen wrote a love letter to a girl. What did he write? 

No, I'm talking about his first embarrassing moment in the International League 

C542 Fu Yueyue Who Didn't Want to Go Home 

Hsu Yan's heart had been said to be in her heart, but how could she be willing to admit it? 

She took out the fresh fruits from the fridge and opened the water to wash them. At the side. She 

changed the topic, "Zhan Shishen, stop messing around. Fu Yueya still wants to send them back to Fu 

family. You know, Fu Heng's matter has not been resolved yet 

C543 She Can Only Say It in front of Us 

When Fu Yueya heard Hsu Yan's question, she ate some snacks and suddenly stopped. "I miss Mom... 

But... But Mom would only hide in the room and cry, and Dad would ignore her. I like Uncle Zhan, Uncle 

Zhan treats Sister Xu well. Wherever I go, I will look at Sister Xu. I also want Dad to treat Mom like this." 

The little girl's eyelashes were stained with tears 

C544 It's All His Treasures 

Fu Yueya then grinned. "I heard it. It's a little brother and a little sister!" 

Her little hand was placed on Hsu Yan's skirt outside her abdomen and she said in a low and mysterious 

voice. 

As soon as she finished speaking, Hsu Yan's expression became very deep. 

Her heart was moving with joy, but she did not know how to control her expression. 

After secretly glancing at the man's expression 

C545 If You Are too Close to Your Brother You Should also be Jealous 

She liked kids to begin with, and now she cares more about how kids feel. 

Zhan Shishen just watched Hsu Yan's actions and saw that the woman was like a mother trying to 

persuade Fu Yueya. His serious face was no longer cold, but warm. 

Hsu Yan patted Fu Yueya's back again, "Moonfang, a good baby cannot stay outside for too long. You 

have to go home on time, or your mother will be very worried 

C546 Salt I'm Sorry 

Hsu Zhi could also feel the tremendous pressure. He weakened, but he still looked at Hsu Yan sadly. 

"Sister, I promised mother to protect you. Elder Sister, if he treats you badly, let's leave this place. At 

most, we can find a place and I can do wood work. He'll take care of you and Grandma. " 



In his sadness, there was a sense of responsibility that came with him 

C547 Why Did He Have to Do This 

The man was a little upset. How could he be so harsh on Hsu Yan? 

In the past two months, he saw that it was getting harder and harder for her to get pregnant. He held 

Hsu Yan in his hands and took care of her. It had been a long time since the two of them had quarreled 

C548 The More He Talked to Yao Jia the More Jealous He Became 

He patted the man on the shoulder. "Shishen, you don't have to work so hard. Although I've never been 

in a relationship, I can tell. Hsu Yan is a very special woman. You two are very fated. After you and Bai 

Xin broke up, I have never seen you care about anyone like this. It is even worse than that." 

"I never thought that you would be the first one among us to get married and have children. Now 

C549 The Reason for the Argument 

Hsu Yan saw it all. It was hard to understand the bitterness of a political marriage if one was not in the 

same boat. 

Yao Jiayue took the tissue and her thoughts were guessed correctly. She wiped it awkwardly, "Thank 

you... Hsu Yan, how did you know?" 

Hsu Yan said, "I heard from Moonfang that she refused to return to the Fu family yesterday and came to 

my house to live with me 

C550 Touched 

"Jiayue, don't say that. Fu Zixiao didn't have any news outside. He doesn't seem like a person with bad 

moral character. You have such a cute daughter, Moonfang. He won't let you down. " 

She comforted Yao Jiayue. 

Yao Jiayue sobbed softly, "His character is very good. Other than Zhan Shishen, he is the most capable 

man I have ever seen. It seems like the Fu family is controlled by Fu Heng 

 


